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ABSTRACT 

Timothy Martin Jurgensen 

A study has been undertaken to describe differential 

cross section, total reaction cross section, and polariza- 

40 
tion data for protons elastically scattered by Ca over 

the bombarding energy range of 4-22 MeV in terms of an Op¬ 

tical Model. It has been found that this model, involving 

10 parameters to specify the geometry and strengths of the 

coulomb,. real, imaginary, and spin-orbit wells, furnishes' 

an adequate description of the scattering data. 

In the energy region below the (p,n) threshold (15.5 

MeV), compound elastic scattering contributes a sizeable 

fraction (-20%) of the average differential cross section. 

To accommodate this contribution in the calculation requires 

a change in the geometry of the surface imaginary and spin- 

orbit wells. 

The strength parameter of the nuclear potential wells 

was allowed to vary at each energy to optimize the fit to 

the data. This procedure yielded energy dependences of the 

real central and surface imaginary wells of U = (56.35 - 

0.40 E ) MeV for 4 MeV < E <22 MeV, WL = (-9.14 + 1.23 E ) 
P P D P 

MeV for 7.5 MeV < E <14 MeV, and W = (3.26+0.19 E ) MeV 
P u • p 

for 14 MeV < E^ < 22 MeV. The spin-orbit strength was 



relatively constant at approximately 5- MeV over the range 

of bombarding energies above 8 MeV. .In the 5-8 MeV region 

isolated, high resolution angular distributions constitute 

the bulk of available data. This, coupled with an apparent¬ 

ly large compound e'lastic contribution, prevented a contin¬ 

uation of the systematic fitting procedure used in the higher 

energy region. 

An attempt has been made to provide a description of 

the compound elastic contribution utilizing a Hauser-Feshbach 

calculation and empirical treatments of the scattering data. 

It is hoped that such a description of the compound term 

will allow a continuous Optical Model parameter set, de¬ 

scribing the shape elastic process, to be determined. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Optical Model (OM) is a formalism which may be used 

to parameterize that portion of an elastic scattering pro¬ 

cess occurring as a direct reaction. The term direct reac¬ 

tion, in turn, describes a scattering process in which the 

interaction between bombarding and target nuclei occurs over 

time periods comparable to the transit time of the incident 

wave packet through a distance equal to a nuclear diameter 

-21 (10 sec). A competing process, the formation of a com¬ 

pound nucleus system with re-emission of a particle into the 

elastic channel is not described by the Optical Model and 

its presence necessitates some caution in the interpretation 

of the Optical Model description. 

The Optical Model has been rather successful in pro¬ 

viding a systematic parameterization of proton elastic scat¬ 

tering for a broad range of medium to heavy mass target nu¬ 

clei for bombarding energies from 10-100 MeV. Considerable 

success has also been achieved in describing the elastic 

scattering of heavier ions. General application of the model 

appears to be less satisfactory for cases of light target 

nuclei or for low bombarding energies. This difficulty may 

perhaps be foreseen in the assumptions of the model. 

The initial approximation of the Optical Model include 

the reduction of the N-body problem to that of a single par¬ 

ticle moving in a complex potential well, and the provision 
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that the interaction is a direct process. The first assump¬ 

tion tends to limit the proper application of the model to 

relatively large mass target nuclei and the second neces¬ 

sitates special consideration to compound processes for low 

bombarding energies-. 

The present work consists of an examination of the pro- 

40 ton elastic scattering from Ca for the bombarding energy 

range 4-22 MeV. Such an analysis provides a test of the ap¬ 

plicability of the Optical Model in an energy region where 

compound nucleus formation can provide a sizeable contribu¬ 

tion to the elastic channel (10-40% of' the total elastic 

cross section over the back hemisphere of scattering for 

Ep < 14 MeV). Of initial interest is the manner in which 

this compound elastic contribution manifests itself in the 

parameterization. Subsequent to this is the possibility of 

an empirical or theoretical (e.g. through a Hauser-Feshbach 

calculation such as described in Appendix C) determination 

of the compound contribution with the intention of then de-. 

termining an OM parameter set which describes only the shape 

elastic contribution. 

Such an OM parameterization is useful in several re¬ 

spects. As the first doubly-magic nucleus of relatively 

large mass in the periodic table, ^^Ca is a popular base 

on which to perform more complex reactions. Many forms of 

analysis of such reactions (e.g. DWBA.theory) use the Op¬ 

tical Model as a description of the various reaction channels. 
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Additionally, it has been proposed by Greenlees, Pyle and 

Tang^- that the fundamental parameters which may be deter¬ 

mined in the OM description are the rms radii of the matter 

distributions of the nucleus. This offers the possibility 

of comparison with other methods of nuclear structure inves¬ 

tigations. Further, the OM parameterization may be used 

to calculate "background" phase shifts for use in a complex 

phase shift analysis of more highly resolved scattering data. 

A large body of data, summarized in Table I, exists 

for the ■ ^Ca (p,p) ^ca reaction in the energy region under 

consideration. This data supports a systematic determina¬ 

tion of parameters with a minimum degree of ambiguity in the 

resulting set. 

Various analyses of other types have been performed on 

the available data. The excitation functions measured by 

Brown and Rich were described by a dispersion theory calcu¬ 

lation, yielding good fits of the isolated resonances in 

terms of a Breit-Wigner energy dependence for the cross sec¬ 

tion. Above approximately 7 MeV the resonances become strong¬ 

ly overlapping, a situation violating the initial assumptions 

of the dispersion theory. 

Complex phase shift analyses were performed by Rich and 

Duval on the scattering data which they measured. Such an 

analysis can provide J values of. isolated resonances through 

a study of the systematic variation of the phase shift and 

associated damping parameter of a particular partial wave 
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TABLE I 

Author E (MeV 
P 

Type of Measurement 

Brown 1-5 Excitation Function 

Brown 1-5 Angular Distributions 

Rich 5-12.6 4 keV Excitation Function 

Rich 5-12.6 17 Angular Distributions 

Rich 5-12.6 17 Total Reaction Cross Sections 

Duval 8-12.5 92 Angular Distributions 

Duval 8-12.5 92 Total Reaction Cross Sections 

Gray 14.5', 17 2 Angular Distributions 

Gray 

i—i 

in • 

r
H
 2 Total Reaction Cross Sections 

Dicello 9-22 16 Angular Distributions 

Dicello 9-22 16 Total Reaction Cross Sections 

Berovic 9.6 1 Angular Distribution 

Rosen 10.5, 14.5 2 Polarization Distributions 

Bercaw 16.6-21 4 Polarization Distributions 

Blanpied 17.3 1 Polarization Distribution 

Baugh 17.8 1 Polarization Distribution 
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necessary to describe the scattering data. 

The phase shift analysis of Rich's data indicated a 

number of regions of anomalous behavior in-various partial 

waves above 8 MeV in bombarding energy. This, in part, 

prompted the more thorough study by Duval in the 8-12 MeV 

region. Analysis of this data, however, led to ambiguous 

results in that no unique description was obtained for the 

previously mentioned anomalies. 

An Optical Model study of the data measured by Dicello 

covering the energy range of 10-22 MeV has been conducted 
6 

by F. G. Perey. The data was treated in two segments; 

those above the (p,n) threshold and those below. This di¬ 

vision was necessitated by the a_ priori assumption that the 

compound nucleus contributions to the scattering process 

below the (p,n) threshold would be quite significant, This, 

then, would decrease the likelihood of finding a continuous 

parameter set across the entire energy region. The parame- 

terizations obtained in this study are not immediately 

available, but sample fits to the data are available for 

subjective comparison. 

Optical Model analyses of protons elastically scattered 

40 from Ca have been performed at several isolated energies 

by other investigators. The results of these, together with 

a selection of studies over broad mass and energy ranges, 

are summarized in Table II. 

The results of previous OM studies of the ^Ca (p,p) ^Ca 
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reaction are disappointing in three respects. First, there 

is a large variation in the parameter values which give 

equivalent descriptions to the data. Second, the agreement 

of certain parameter values with those of "global" studies, 

in particular the diffuseness of the spin-orbit well, is 

rather poor. Third, a subjective evaluation of the quality 

of differential cross section fits obtained is poor at far 

back angles (> 130°). 

The difficulty in obtaining satisfactory descriptions 

40 40 to angular distributions of the Ca(p,p) Ca reaction have 

been noted by other authors. In a study of nuclear matter 

radii by Greenlees^ ^Ca j_s specifically excluded from the 

data treated with the note that ".. ..the optical-model param- 

40 eters found for Ca in a standard optical model analysis did 

not show the features found with the other elements at 30 

MeV." In another analysis on ^Ca at a proton energy of 30 

14 MeV Satchler mentions the failure of the model to describe 

the differential cross section at large scattering angles with 

.the suggestion that "...this particular potential model may 

be inadequate for this nucleus." 

One must realize, then, that appreciable difficulties 

have been encountered in describing this particular reaction 

in terms of the Optical Model. This does not alter the de¬ 

sirability for-a parameterization in the energy range under 

consideration here. Additionally, it appears that many of the 

apparent difficulties may be linked to the compound elastic 
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contribution, for which a determination should be possible 

in this energy range. 

The work reported here has made use of the data listed 

in Table I spanning the energy range from 4 to 22 MeV. The 

data analyzed are angular distributions and reaction cross 

sections measured by 'Dicello, Duval, Rich, and Brown and 

polarizations measured by Rosen, Bercaw, Blanpied, and Baugh. 

These data have been used as published with the exception 

of the angular distributions measured by Duval. These dis¬ 

tributions were averaged over 300 keV energy intervals in an 

effort to minimize the effects of local structure in the 

cross section on the OM parameterization. Problems arising 

from this structure will be more fully discussed later. 

Based on the experience of other investigators, it was 

decided to use a 10 or 11 parameter model. The search pro¬ 

cedure was forced in the direction of obtaining a fixed set 

of geometrical parameters with all energy variation confined 

to the strength parameters of the various wells. 

A rather similar study has recently been published on 

16 the proton elastic scattering on 0 by van Oers and Camer¬ 

on‘S over the energy range from 23 to 50 MeV. They had, in 

general, rather poor success in describing the scattering 

data. Whether this was due to the failure of the Optical 

Model at such a low mass value or the inability of fixed 

parameter sets to span large energy ranges was not clearly 

established. 
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The plan of developement for the remainder of this thesis 

consists first of a general review of Optical Model theory, 

augmented by Appendix A. This is followed by a brief discus¬ 

sion of the particular data studied and of modifications made 

to these data. Following is a description of the search code 

used with further explanation found in Appendix B. Also in¬ 

cluded is a more detailed discussion of the search methods 

employed along with the various results obtained. Concluding 

• is a discussion of these results together with comments on 

extension of the problem. 
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II. REVIEW OF THE OPTICAL MODEL 

The Optical Model of the atomic nucleus provides an ap¬ 

proximate solution of the scattering process through an in¬ 

dependent particle treatment. The N-body system is reduced 

to the problem of a reduced mass particle moving in a com¬ 

plex potential well. This potential is represented by 

V = V (r)+VR(r) +VI(r) + Vg0 

V^,(r) is the coulomb potential and is calculated as the in¬ 

teraction between a point charge and a sphere of charge of 

radius R^1/3. 

Vc(r) < D ,1/3 r i RCA 

r > RCA 
1/3 

where Z represents the proton number of the target nucleus, 

e the unit charge, A the atomic number of the target nucleus, 

and Rc the radius parameter for the coulomb well. VR(r) is 

the real, central potential well, defined as 

VR(r) = U[1 + {exp(r - RRA
1/3)/AR}]

_1 

where U represents the strength of the interaction, R the 

radius parameter, and AR the diffuseness parameter. (r) 

is the imaginary, or absorptive potential well. It consists 

of a volume term and a derivative or surface term defined as 
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Vj(r) = iWv[l + exp{ (r - RIA
1//3) /AI}] 

1 

+ iWD4AI[^r{l + exp ((r - RjA1/3)^) }_1] 

where W^. represents the strength of the volume interaction, 

WD the.strength of the surface interaction, Rj the radius 

parameter and A^ the diffuseness parameter. 

VgQ is the non-central spin-orbit and will be defined 

as 

vso " >J(uso + iav> F IF
11 + exP'<r - ESO

A1/:
V

A
SO>1 

where Ug^ represents the strength of the real portion of the 

well, Uv the strength of the imaginary well, RgQ the radius 

h parameter, A_n the diffuseness parameter,   the pion Comp- 
uU IUTT C 

ton wavelength, and t-o the scalar product of the intrinsic 

and orbital angular momentum operators. 

The scattering case being examined is one of a spin 1/2 

system incident on a spin 0 system.. The spin-orbit potential 

then causes a separation of the usual radial Schrodinger equa 

tion into two equations reflecting the possible coupling of 

the spin and orbital angular momenta. 

d2< 
- 2 dr 

+ {k - 
Hi + 1) 

- 2*tvc ♦ VR + VI + *VS0]= 

d2tf 
l 

- 2 dr 
{k2 - id + i) 

^ , 
VR + 

VT - U + 1)vso]}u* = 0 
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where the superscript on the radial wave functions indicate 

the total angular momentum 

(+) -*■ j = i + h 

(_) j = i - \ 

The radial Schrodinger equations are now integrated nu¬ 

merically from the origin to some radius at which the nuclear 

potential has essentally vanished. This radius is determined 

by examining each of the nuclear wells for the quantity 

= R.A1;/3 + 7&. max 1 •1 

and then adopting the maximum R1 as the terminal radius. 
max 

This quantity is somewhat arbitrary, but the scattering ma¬ 

trix elements determined have been shown to be rather insen- 

16 sitive to the radius used. 

With the solutions to the radial Schrodinger equations 

at this large radius one may calculate the diagonal elements 

of the scattering matrix by comparing these solutions to the 

asymptotic solutions of the radial Schrodinger equations out¬ 

side the range of the nuclear forces 

u: = F„ 
% A + iG, 

+ si[p» - iG,] 

where and are the regular and irregular coulomb wave 

functions and the S± are the complex, diagonal elements of 

the scattering matrix 

+ 2in a 
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where the n are the nuclear phase shifts. 
X* 

With the scattering matrix elements one may write the 

scattering amplitudes for the non-spin flip and spin flip 

cases 

A(0) = fc(9) + £^Q{ (£■ + 1)S+ + - (2£ + 1) }e^‘*'CT£ 

x (cos 0) 

B(9> - Ik Jo(St - sI>e2i0|lPi«=os 6) 

where f (0) is the coulomb scattering amplitude. 

The differential cross section then is'given by 

if = |A(e) |2 + !B(©) | 2 

the polarization by 

P(6) =    
|A(0) p + IB(e) p 

and the total reaction cross section by 

°R - ^2 Jo{<‘ + DU - <|2 +‘|1 - S^l2 

A more complete derivation of the formal Optical Model 

theory is given in Appendix A. 
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III. DATA REVIEW • 

A. Data as published: 

The body of data within the energy range of 4-22 MeV 

upon which this analysis is based consists of differential 

cross sections, total reaction cross sections, and polariza¬ 

tions. An isometric view of the angular distributions is 

shown in Figure III-l and the total reaction cross sections 

are presented in Figure III-2. The polarization data at 

various energies are found in Figure V-le. 

In the energy interval of 4-8 MeV', five angular dis¬ 

tributions and associated total reaction cross sections meas- 

2 3 ured by Brown and Rich have been selected for use. The 

differential cross sections were measured with approximately 

50 keV resolution at 24 angles between 50° and 170° in the 

laboratory. The total reaction cross sections are based 

upon measurements of the inelastic proton scattering cross 

40 sections for the first four excited states of Ca. This 

is a valid procedure since only inelastic proton channels 

and (p,y) channels are open in this region and the first 

four proton levels contribute over 90% of the total inelas¬ 

tic cross section. 

From the proton bombarding energy of 8 MeV to 12.5 MeV 

4 
measurements have been made by Duval of the differential 

cross sections at 30 laboratory angles ranging from 35° to 

165°. These angular distributions were determined at 50 keV 



Figure III-l 

Shown is an isometric view of the differential cross 

section data used in the analysis. Curves below 8 MeV 

represent 50 keV resolution data. All the other curves 

represent 300 keV resolution data. Only a 20% sample 

of the available data is shown between 8 and 12.5 MeV. 

The differential cross section is represented as a ratio 

to the Rutherford cross section. 
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• \ 

intervals with an experimental accuracy of approximately 

±4%. 

The total reaction cross section in this region was 

determined by a measurement of the inelastic cross section 

40 for all of the distinguishable excited states of Ca. The 

angular distributions of these reactions were fit with a 

series of Legendre polynomials. This series was then inte¬ 

grated over a sphere to give the total inelastic cross sec¬ 

tion for each excited state and a sum of these yielded the 

total reaction cross section to a claimed accuracy of ±10%. 

In the energy region of 10-22 MeV a total of 16 angu¬ 

lar distributions of differential cross sections have been 

measured by Dicello.^ Also, the total reaction cross sec¬ 

tions have been measured at 16 energies in this region. 

The angular distributions were measured with approximately 

300 keV resolution at a total of 30 angles between 12° and 

165° in the laboratory. An experimental accuracy of ±4% 

is credited to the measurements. The total reaction cross 

sections were measured by a beam attenuation technique with 

experimental accuracies of approximately 5-10%. 

5 
Data was taken by Gray at approximately 14.5 and 

17 MeV. The proton bombarding energies at which these meas¬ 

urements were taken is in close proximity to data taken by 

Dicello. The-appropriate distributions were compared and 

found to be in reasonably good agreement. Consequently 

only the data of Dicello was used in the analysis. 
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Polarization data at six energies between 10.5 and 

22 MeV have been used. These include measurements at 10.5 

8 
and 14.5 MeV made by Rosen , at 16.6, 17.5, 18.2, and 21.0 

9 
MeV made by Bercaw and Boschxtz , at 17.3 MeV made by 

Blanpied^, and at-17.8 MeV made by Baugh.^ 
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B. Modifications to the data: 

The Optical Model, through the imaginary well, pro¬ 

vides for the absorption of the incident beam through com¬ 

pound nucleus formation or, more properly in this case, 

removal of the incident particle from the entrance channel. 

A major problem arises, then, because of the possibility 

that the particle may be re-emitted into the entrance chan¬ 

nel. This factor is referred to as the compound elastic 

scattering. 

In the region above the (p,n) threshold the number of 

reaction channels open are quite large. Consequently the 

probability that the compound nucleus will decay back into 

the entrance channel is small. In the lower energy regions, 

however, the relatively small number of reaction channels 

gives rise to distinct resonances in the scattering cross 

section as opposed to a continuum. For example, below 

8 MeV approximately 90% of the inelastic cross section is 

40 attributed to the first four excited states of Ca. 

The portion of the scattering which may be properly 

described by the Optical Model is a direct reaction and is 

smoothly varying with energy. In order to arrive at a 

consistent parameter set, then, it is necessary to remove 

local fluctuations from the data due to resonance behavior. 

This modification takes the form of an average of the 

scattering data over an energy interval large compared with 

the average level spacing of the compound states. The 
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reasoning behind such a modification is most easily seen 

in examining the Optical Model formulation of the scatter¬ 

ing of spinless, chargeless particles. The following argu- 

17 ments are due to Weisskopf. 

In this particular scattering case the elastic scatter¬ 

ing is given by 

a eL 
2 

and the reaction cross section by 

»E = ^U-|S|2) 

The formula for the elastic scattering may be rewritten as 

<aeL> = ^ (11 “ <S>|2 +<|S|2> - | <S> | 2) 
k 

The shape elastic scattering is given by the first term in 

the above equation, with the last two terms giving rise to 

a compound nucleus term. 

The wave function for the 1=0 case may be written as 

(e 
-ikr 

Seikr) 

which may be written explicitly in terms of the above for¬ 

mulae as 

* = £ (e-ikr - <S>eikr) - | (S - <S»eikr 

If we examine the time behavior of wave packets constructed 

from these wave functions we see that the first term will 
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emerge immediately as the entrance packet crosses the nucleus 

since the average value of the scattering matrix is constant 

over the energy interval of the wave packet. The second 

term gives rise to fluctuations about the shape elastic 

term. -Its time dependence is 

/E+AE/2 

(S - <S>)e“iEt/ft dE 

E-AE/2 

where AE is the energy averaging interval. We use the 

Breit-Wigner energy dependence of the form 

o _ i26 n 
irn , 

bB 6 u E - E + ir/2l 

where is the neutron width and r is the total resonance 

width. For time periods long compared to the time necessary 

for the wave packet to cross the nuclear diameter we have 

|f«t)|2 - ,1 r<s> r<='> ei<Es-^')t/«exp(- I^r 

the time constant of the exponential ‘decay is much greater 

than the transit time of the nucleus. Consequently the 

re-emission of the neutron into the entrance channel takes 

the form of a lifetime much longer than the direct part of 

the reaction. Consequently the shape elastic and compound 

elastic terms are rendered incoherent. There should, then, 

be no interference effects in the angular distributions 

averaged over a broad energy range compared to the level 

spacing. 
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This procedure does not eliminate-the compound contri¬ 

bution, but rather puts it in the form of an additive quan¬ 

tity to the differential cross section. Evidence of com¬ 

pound nucleus formation, since it should be symmetrical 

about 90°, should be most apparent in the back hemisphere 

of scattering. Figure III-3 shows the differential cross 

sections from 8-12 MeV integrated over the back hemisphere 

(actually from 92° to 165°). It would seem that the broad 

(300-500 keV) structure indicates the degree of fluctuation 

of the compound contribution remaining even after averaging 

the differential cross sections over 300 keV. Removal of 

all fluctuation from the integrated cross sections would 

not indicate removal of the compound term, but rather that 

this term had been rendered an additive contribution to the 

angular distribution. 

The energy averaging interval of 300 keV was concluded 

to be sufficiently large so as to include a large number of 

resonances as evidenced by examining the excitation function 

measured by Rich. This also allows a more accurate paral¬ 

lel to be drawn with the data of Dicello since it is meas¬ 

ured with 300 keV resolution. The actual averaging was 

performed as a simple moving average taken over 300 keV at 

50 keV intervals. 

A further modification to the differential cross sec¬ 

tion and total reaction cross section.data below the (p,n) 

threshold should be possible through the use of a Hauser-Fesh- 

bach calculation to estimate the compound elastic contribution 



Figure III-3 

The lower graph shows the optimum real central well 

depth versus the incident proton energy for the 8-12 

MeV region. 

The upper graph shows the differential cross section 

integrated over the back hemisphere of scattering 

versus the incident proton energy. The integrated 

cross section is shown as a ratio to the integrated 

Rutherford cross section over the back hemisphere. 
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IV. PROCEDURE OF ANALYSIS 

A. Search code: 

Determination of the optimum parameters for the Opti¬ 

cal Model description to the various data was made using 

12 an automatic search code written by F. G. Perey. The 

code performed a series of parameter variations in order 

. . . . 2 to minimize the quantity x , defined as 

2 2 2 2 
X =-xa + xp + XR 

2 2 2 where x0, xp/ and XR are the calculated chi-squares for the 

differential cross sections, polarizations, and total reac¬ 

tion cross section respectively. These, in turn, are de¬ 

fined as 

N r 01 - J _ex£_ th 
1=1 1 AO1 1 

exp 

?, rWP*h] 
= 1 t AP1 J 

exp 

2 

2 

X 
2 
R 

[aRexp °Rth 

*■ Rexp 

with the sums ranging over the number of data points; for 

each case the subscript "exp" refers to the experimentally 

determined value, "th" refers to the calculated value, and 

"A" refers to the experimental error. 

The search code performs a systematic parameter variation 
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2 
designed to locate a relative minimum of x m the particu¬ 

lar parameter space being examined. ?7ith emphasis on the 

fact that only a relative minimum is located, searches must 

be started at various points within the parameter space in 

order to be fairly certain that an absolute minimum is lo¬ 

cated. 

A ten-parameter model was selected based primarily on 

the success of analyses of other investigators. These pa¬ 

rameters consist of the strength, radius, and diffuseness of 

the real central, imaginary, and spin-orbit potential wells 

and the radius of a sphere of charge for use in calculating 

the coulomb scattering. 

The initial values of the parameters used were those 

12 found by Perey to be a fairly good "global" parameter 

set. These values place one in the generally accepted or 

"physical" region of the parameter space. 

Other input to the search code.consisted of integra¬ 

tion step sizes, control parameters for the variation of 

specific Optical Model parameters, and general "housekeep¬ 

ing" controls. The integration step size was determined 

by examining specifically a case of small diffuseness for 

one of the potential wells. It was desired to have at 

least four or five points across the nuclear surface in the 

numerical solution to the Schrodinger equation in order to 

minimize the error of the solution. A step size of 0.08 fm 

was found to satisfy these conditions down to a diffuseness 
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of approximately 0.15 fm. 

Due to the core storage limitations of the computer 

available in the laboratory (IBM 1800) it was necessary to 

modify the original program somewhat. In particular the 

number of experimental points which could be considered was 

reduced from 100 points to 35 points. This necessitated 

some caution as to the relative weighting of the various 

data. 
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B. Search procedure: 

The aim of the study was to determine a set of OM 

parameters which describe the data across the entire en¬ 

ergy range in question. Initially a series of searches was 

performed at various isolated energies to provide familiar¬ 

ization with the search routine. These searches were made 

on all available parameters with the express purpose of 

noting gross correlations between parameter variations and 

the resulting angular distributions and reaction cross sec¬ 

tions . 

Utilizing the differential cross sections and total 

reaction cross section a series of searches was made over 

the entire energy range holding the geometrical parameters 

obtained in the previous searches constant and allowing var¬ 

iations only in the strength parameters. These calculations 

were repeated holding the strengths fixed and allowing geo¬ 

metrical variations. 

The geometrical parameters showed very marked varia¬ 

tions with energy, particularly those of the imaginary 

well. The general method in most analyses of this type 

is to force all energy variation into the strength param¬ 

eters . Accordingly the geometrical parameters giving the 

best fit at each energy were averaged and these average 

values were then used in an additional search to determine 

the optimum'strength parameters. This procedure yielded 

the geometrical parameter set shown in Table III. 
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TABLE III 

Parameter Set 1 ■ 
' R. = 1.23 fm 

X\ 

A^ = 0.63 fm 

. Rj = 1.2 6 fm 

• Aj = 0.41 f m 

Rg0 = 1.33 fm 

Ag0 = 0.16 fm 

The geometrical parameters of the spin-orbit well in 

this set are quite different from the values obtained in most 

general Optical Model studies. In particular the diffuse¬ 

ness parameter is much too small. It may, in fact, be in¬ 

troducing numerical errors in the numerical integration. 

In order to perform a search simultaneously on all 

types of available data it was necessary to select a lim¬ 

ited set of the data available at any particular energy. 

The parameter set 1 provided a good•description to the dif¬ 

ferential cross section data which, in turn, is most strongly 

affected by the real central potential well, indicating some 

confidence may be placed in the geometrical parameters, de¬ 

termined for this well. 

A selection of differential cross sections was made 

to reflect the overall behavior of the angular distribution. 

These data were then combined with the polarization data 

and reaction cross section data and the previously described 

search procedure was repeated for this limited number of 
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data sets. 

In the low energy region (E < 14 MeV) a suitable 
P 

geometrical parameter set was found which is listed as 

parameter set 2 in Table IV. As the searches were made 

at higher energy, however, the quality of the fits deter- 

2 xorated. x values increased from approximately 10-15 

per point to the range of 80-100 per point. 

The search procedure was again repeated in the range 

of higher energies (E >16 MeV). This resulted in the 
P 

geometrical parameters listed as parameter set 3 in Table 

IV. Again, however, as the searches were continued into 

the lower energy region the quality of the fits deteriorated 

indicating rather mutually exclusive parameter sets are 

necessary across the energy range. 

TABLE IV 

Parameter Set 2 Parameter Set 3 

R
R 

= 1.23 fm RR =1.23 fm 

A
R 

= 0.63 fm AR =0.63 fm 

RI1 = 1.36 fm Rj =1.25 fm 

AI 
= 0.33 fm 

LO
 • 

o
 

II H
 

<
 fm 

Rso = 1.19 fm Aso “ 1,05 fm 

Aso = 0.35 fm Aso = °*35 fm 

It may be noted that the only parameters which showed 

a change were the radius and diffuseness of the imaginary 

well and the radius of the spin-orbit well. The real well 
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geometry seems quite adequate across the entire energy range. 

The search procedure described here was in part neces¬ 

sitated by correlations between various parameters which 

allow multiple parameter sets to give essentially identicle 

results. Such correlations, perhaps better classified as 

"ambiguities" are generally noted results of the Optical 

Model. The dominant ambiguity is a correlation between the 

radius and depth of the real central well given by 

URR 
2 = constant 
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C. Some qualifications on the search procedure: 

The fits to the data across the energy range in ques¬ 

tion tended to become identifiable in three distinct regions: 

the previously designated "high" and "low" regions and the 

intervening region around the (p,n) threshold (15.5 MeV). 

In a systematic progression of fits across the energy 

range of applicability of parameter sets 2 and 3 the quality 

of the fits began to deteriorate in the region around the 

(p,n) threshold. This would indicate that the effect which 

necessitates the alteration of the geometries in the two 

different regions (presumably compound elastic scattering) 

becomes an appreciable factor in this interval around the 

(p/n) threshold. The quality of the fits for both parameter 

2 sets were quite comparable in this region with x values on 

the order of 13-16 per point. 

From other published analyses it is known that a vol¬ 

ume term in the imaginary well improves the fit at higher 

18 energies. Becchetti indicated an energy dependent volume 

term with a positive slope should become desirable around 

16 or 17 MeV to maintain the quality of fits; To examine 

this possibility,the fits from 13 to 22 MeV were repeated 

using geometrical parameter sets and including a volume 

imaginary term. 

The quality of the fits was improved slightly in the 

region of the (p,n) threshold. The improvement was not, how¬ 

ever, such as to indicate the absolute necessity of the 
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volume imaginary term. The general magnitude of the volume 

term was about 2-3 MeV with a corresponding decrease in the 

surface imaginary term. The volume term did not appear nec¬ 

essary at all in the high or low energy regions. 
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V. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS 

A. Subjective quality of fits: 
/ 

The descriptions of the data are generally adequate 

across the entire energy range. Quantitatively the xQ val¬ 

ues are generally of the order of 1-5 per point for the low 

energy region and 10-20 per point for the higher energy re- 

. 2 2 gions. The xR values are generally less than 1 and the xR 

values are approximately 10-20 per point. 

One must exercise some caution, however, in gauging the 

. . 2 quality of fits totally by the x values. If the experimen¬ 

tal errors change, or the density of data points change, then 

the common basis for comparison via the x test is removed. 

Difficulties in interpreting the x quality criteria 

also arise when local regions within a particular set of 

data (e.g. a particular angular range of differential cross 

section) are poorly described. This may have a tendency to 

bias the search routine excessively towards this particular 

2 region. Also the x value may indicate a much worse fit 

than is actually the. case. 

By a visual judgement of the quality of fits one can 

try to compensate somewhat for these drawbacks to a quan¬ 

titative approach. This means, however, that judgements of 

quality must be necessarily limited to a rather large scale. 

Tempered, somewhat, by the realization that the parameter 

values determined are rather approximate anyway, a visual 
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judgement was used rather extensively in certain sections 

of the search. 

In the energy region from 8-12 MeV the quality of fits 

2 are quite good. The average x0 P
er point value is 5. The 

2 
region above about 11.8 MeV shows.a rise in the xa values 

to an average of 10-15 per point. This remains a rather 

2 standard range of xg throughout the remainder of the higher 

energy region. 

In the region around the (p,n) threshold the fits are 

fairly good except in the region of the second maximum at 

about 100° (in the differential cross section angular dis¬ 

tribution) . The fit to this maximum is continually smaller 

than the experimental value by 10-15%. The other angular 

regions are fit relatively well. 

In the higher energy region.the fits to the differen¬ 

tial cross sections are quite good to all points forward of 

about 125°. Around 130° there is a very sharp minimum which 

has not been successfully fit at all. The- predicted curve 

continually reaches a much shallower minimum at an angle 

10° - 15° smaller than the experimental value. This poor 

fit at the back angles contributes a very major portion of 

2 the xa value. When points greater than 120° are neglected 

2 
the X0 value drops to approximately 3-5 per point for all 

the fits in this region. The poor fit to this back angle 

minimum is a shortcoming to most Optical Model descriptions 

of this reaction at higher energy. 
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2 
The xR values are generally one or less except in the 

region from 13-15 MeV. In this region the reaction cross 

section peaks at a value of about 950 mb wtiich the Optical 

Model can not accommodate without a major change in the pa¬ 

rameter set. The predicted values are consistently about 

100 mb too low. 

The fits to the polarization data are reasonably good. 

2 
The Xp values for the energy range above 10 MeV are general¬ 

ly between 10-15 per point. At the high energy end the fits 

are somewhat better from a visual standpoint. 



ft 

Figure V-la 

Shown are sample Optical Model fits to differential 

cross section data (plotted in mb/str) utilizing 

parameter set 2 in the lower bombarding energy region 
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Figure V-lb 

Shown are sample Optical Model fits to differential 

cross section data (plotted as mb/str). Solid lines 

utilize parameter set 2 while the dashed curves 

Utilize parameter set 3. Only a surface term is 

included in the imaginary well. 
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Figure V-lc 

Shown are sample Optical Model fits to differential 

cross section data (plotted as mb/str). The solid 

curves utilize parameter set 3 while the dashed 

curves utilize parameter set 2. Only a surface 

term is used in the imaginary well. 
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Figure V-ld 

Shown are sample Optical Model fits to differential 

cross section data (plotted as mb/str). Parameter 

set 3 with only a surface term in the imaginary well 

is utilized. 

I 
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Figure V-le 

Shown are sample Optical Model fits to polarization 

data using geometrical parameters for the appropriate 

proton bombarding energy. In the center figure the 

dashed curve utilizes parameter set 2 while the solid 

line utilizes parameter set 3. Only a surface imaginary 

well is used. 
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B. Parameter variation with energy: 

One objective of this study was to determine the vari- 

ation of the various Optical Model parameters with respect 

to the incident bombarding energy. As has been stated, all 

such variation in this case has been forced into the strength 

parameters of the various wells. A list of the optimum well 

strengths is given in Table V. 

The energy variation of the spin-orbit well is shown 

in Figure V-2. There is a definite oscillatory pattern dis- 

cernable below 12 MeV. Above 12 MeV the well depth shows 

a rather constant behavior with an average value of about 

4.6 MeV. In the 5-8 MeV region the fits to the differential 

cross sections required a somewhat larger well depth. The 

spin-orbit strength is quite sensitive in positioning the 

f 5/2 single particle resonance.. Holding all other parame¬ 

ters constant, an increase from 5 MeV to 7 MeV shifted the 

position of the f 5/2 resonance from 5 MeV to 6.4 MeV. 

The imaginary well displayed a rather pathological 

energy dependence. From 4-8 MeV in bombarding energy the 

well depth showed a slight increase from 0.1 to 0.5 MeV. 

A linear fit yielded a slope of 0.06 MeV/MeV, although the 

amount of data fit was quite small and thus did not rule 

out other dependences. At 8 MeV the strength began a more 

rapid and linear rise given by 

WD = (-9.14 +1.23 Ep) MeV 
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TABLE V 

E 
P 

(MeV) 

U 

(MeV) 

WD 
(MeV) 

W V 
(MeV) 

uso , 
(MeV-fm ) 

1/N (x^) Par. 

4.260 55.1 0.1 — 5.2 2.7 2 

5.670 51.5 .3 — 11.7 2.8 2 

6.970 55.3 .5 — 8.0 12.5 2 

7.270 55.0 .6 — 8.2 • 2.8 2 

8.130 53.7 1.4 — 6.9 5.03 2 

8.179 53.6 1.5 — 6.9 3.5 2 

8.230 53.4 1.6 — 6.9 3.5 2 

8.280 53.0 1.7 — 6.8 3.7 2 

8.330 53.5 1.5 — 6.9 1.0 2 

8.429 55.5 .9 — 5.6 . 1.7 2 

8.480 55.9 .8 — 5.4 2.9 2 

8.530 55.6 .8 — 5.3 2.4 2 

8.580 55.7 .9 — 5.1 4.1 2 

8.655 55.5 1.1 — 5.0 5.9 2 

8.705 54.8 1.1 — 5.1 2.9 2 

8.755 53.8 1.4 — 5.2 3.5 2 

8.804 52.4 2.2 — 5.8 6.3 2 

8.855 52.3 2.7 — 6.1 8.5 2 

8.905 52.1 2.9 — 6.5 5.6 2 

8.980 52.7 2.4 — 6.1 6.9 2 

.9.030 54.8 1.6 — 4.8 8.3 2 

9.080 55.5 1.7 — 4.5 4.7 2 

9.130 55.8 1.9 — 4.4 2.8 2 

9.179 55.8 1.9 — 4.4 2.6 2 

9.230 55.4 2.1 — 4.7 3.3 2 

9.280 55.6 2.1 — • 4.4 2.3 2 

9.330 55.5 2.2 — 4.2 2.0 2 

9.380 55.7 2.2 — 4.3 2.5 2 

9.429 55.5 • 2.4 — 4.4 2.9 2 

9.480 55.0 2.6 — ' 4.8 7.4 2 

Set 
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E 
P 

(MeV) 

U 

(MeV) 

WD 
(MeV) 

TABLE V 

W 
V 

(MeV) 

(cont'd) 

uso . • 

(MeV-fm ) 

1/N (x^) Par. Set 

9.530 54.5 2.8 — 5.1 9.9 2 

9.580 54.8 3.0 — 4.9 4.7 2 

9.630 54.7 3.0 -- 5.0 5.1 2 

9.679 54.5 2.9 — 5.3 9.8 2 

9.730 53.8 3.2 — 5.3 6.6 2 

9.780 53.6 3.2 — 5.6 5.7 2 

9.830 54.1 2.9 — 5.1 0.8 2 

9.905 54.5 2.8 — 4.8 1.2 2 

9.950 54.5 2.9 — • 4.8 . 1.3 2 

10.005 54.2 3.0 — 4.9 1.7 2 

10.050 54.4 3.0 — 4.7 1.0 2 

10.105 54.5 3.0 — 4.4 1.6 2 

10.145 54.3 3.1 — 4.7 2.4 2 

10.179 54.4 3.2 — 4.6 3.7 2 

10.250 54.4 3.4 — 4.6 6.2 2 

10.300 54.1 3.4 — 4.7 5.4' 2 

10.350 54.0 3.5 — 4.7 5.1 2 

10.400 53.6 3.6 — 4.9 4.3 2 

10.450 53.3 3.9 — 5.1 3.9 2 

10.500 53.1 4.0 — 5.6 10.0 2 

10.550 53.1 3.9 — 5.1 2.5 2 

10.600 52.8 4.1 — 5.3 .3.9 2 

10.649 52.6 4.2 — 5.2 3.6 2 

10.700 52.6 4.3 — 5.2 3.0 2 

10.750 52.5 4.4 — 4.9 0.8 2 

10.800 52.9 4.4 — 4.8 0.9 2 

10.880 53.0 4.3 — 4.8 . 0.9 2 

10.920 53.3 4.4 — 4.5 1.4 2 

11.050 53.2 4.5 — 4.3 . 0.7 2 

11.100 52.9 4.5 — 4.4 0.5 2 
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TABLE V (cont'd) 

E 
P 

(MeV) 

U 

(MeV) 
V 
(MeV) 

W V 
(MeV) 

uso . 
(MeV-f nr) 

1/N (XJ) Par. 

11.149 52.9 4*5 — 4.4 0.9 2 

11.200 52.8 4.5 — 4.3 1.0 2 

11.280 52.6 4.5 — . 4.4 1.2 2 

11.380 52.4 4.6 — 4.7 2.3 2 

11.450 52.4 4.5 — 4.7 3.3 2 

11.500 52.6 4.5 — 4.6 5.0 2 

11.550 52.8 4.6 — 4.5 8.2 2 

11.600 52.5 4.8 — 4.6 8.4 2 

11.649 52.4 4.9 — 4.8 13.7 2 

li.700 52.4 4.9 — 4.8 1 14.0 2 

11.750 52.2 5.0 — 4.8 14.0 2 

11.800 51.7 5.3 — 4.9 14.5 2 

11.850 51.5 5.4 — 4.9 11.0 2 

11.895 51.2 5.7 . — 5.2 11.4 2 

11.950 51.0 6.0 — 5.4 10.7. 2 

11.995 51.0 6.0 — 5.3 11.3 2 

12.030 50.8 6.0 — 5.2 9.7 2 

12.070 50.9 6.2 — 5.2 10.1 2 

12.149 50.8 6.3 — 5.0 10.0 2 

12.225 50.9 6.6 — 5.0 14.3 2 

12.270 50.8 
\ 

6.5 —- 4.8 14.4 2 

9.857 53.7. 3.2 — 5.6 5.1 2 

10.369 53.9 3.9 — 5.0 3.6 2 

11.422 52.3 4.6 — 4.4 3.5 2 

12.444 51.6 6.2 — 4.0 9.9 2 

13.486 50.1 10.0 0.2 6.2 15.5 2 

13.977 51.5 4.8 2.2 4 i 6 15.5 2 

14.508 50.7 4.0 1.4 4.7 11.3 3 

15.569 50.1 1.3 4.0 6.2 10.3 3 

Set 



TABLE V (cont'd) 

E 
P 

(MeV) 

U 

(MeV) 

WD 
(MeV) 

W 
V 

(MeV) 

uso' 
(MeV-fm ) 

1/N (X’> Par. 

15.970 49.6 2.1 3.5 5.8 10.7 3 

17.572 48.0 6.5 0.1 3.1 11.1 3 

18.573 48.2 6.8 .1 4.1 8.8 3 

19.574 48.6 6.9 .1 4.1 • 20.8 3 

20.575 47.7 7.0 .3 4.1 19.5 3 

21.676 47.8 7.0 .1 4.2 <20 3 

13.486 50.6 5.8 — 4.2 15 3 

13.977 51.2 5.8 — 4.2 14 3 

14.508 51.0 5.3 — 4.2 13 3 

15.569 49.3 5.4 — 4.2 26 3 

15.970 49.0 5.5 — 4.2 25 3 

17.572 49.1 6.9 — 4.2 17 3 

18.573 48.3 7.1 — 4.2 17 3 

19.574 48.6 7.4 — 4.2 16 3 

20.575 48.4 7.6 4.2 14 3 

21.676 47.9 7.7 — 4.2 18 3 

Set 
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There are very pronounced oscillations about this trend 

line. This rise is continued uninterrupted, except for a 

small variation about 14 MeV, for the entire high energy 

region as long as parameter set 2 is used to describe the 

well geometry. In the region above 16 MeV, however, the 

quality of the fit to the scattering, data becomes quite 

poor. 

When the more "accurate" parameter set 3 was used in 

the higher energy region a more gently increasing surface 

imaginary well depth was noted. A linear least square fit 

yielded a curve given by 

WD = (3.26 +0.19 E ) MeV 

In the region around the (p,n) threshold a volume 

imaginary term gave slightly improved fits for both geo¬ 

metrical parameter sets. The energy variation could be 

classified only as having a peak value of 2.5 MeV at a pro¬ 

ton energy of 14.5 MeV with a decrease back to zero within 

a. range of 2 MeV on either side of this bombarding energy. 

The improvement of the fit was not really sufficient 

to warrant the necessity of a volume imaginary term. In 

fact, it is virtually impossible to visually detect differ¬ 

ences in the fits with and without the volume imaginary 

term. 

In the region from 5-8 MeV the differential cross 

section data is of much higher resolution (50 keV) than 
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the data used in other energy regions.• This means that lo¬ 

cal structure variations will be quit.e pronounced in the 

data. This does not prevent, however, some qualitative ex¬ 

amination of the Optical Model parameterization in this 

region. 

Due to the small' quantity and the high resolution of 

the existing data in the region 5-8 MeV, determining the 

appropriate Optical Model parameters and subsequently the 

valid energy variations of the imaginary and spin-orbit 

well depths is very difficult'. Qualitatively these two 

wells are very sensitive to the back angle differential 

cross section data. It would seem obvious, then, that their 

behavior would be strongly affected by compound nucleus 

formation. 

The fit to the reaction cross section is quite poor 

in the 5-8 MeV region, the predicted values being 20-50% 

below the experimental values. This would indicate the 

need for a much stronger surface imaginary strength, ex¬ 

cept that such an increase causes the fit to the angular 

distribution to be consistently low. 

Fits made to only the reaction cross section in this 

'region yielded surface imaginary strengths increased by up 

to 1 1/2 MeV, but the angular distributions were smaller 

than experimental values by about 9-15 mb/str. This would 

seem to have a strong connection with.a sizeable compound 

elastic contribution, a possibility which will be discussed 
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later. 

The real well depth exhibited a rather steady, linear 

decrease with increasing bombarding energy. Since the dis¬ 

tribution of data was not constant an attempt was made to 

provide a least square fit equally weighted to all energy 

regions. This was done by first performing a fit only on 

the well depths between 8 and 12.5 MeV bombarding energy. 

The result here was 

U = (62.5 - 0.88 E ) MeV 
P 

The data in other regions came at approximately 1 MeV 

intervals. Consequently, a 1 point per MeV sample was taken 

along the above fit and a new fit done to all the well depths 

A point was added at -1.08 MeV corresponding to a search 

41 
done to fit the Sc binding energy with the Optical Model 

19 parameters described as parameter set 2. The real well 

depth indicated at this point was 55.8 MeV. The least square 

fit then yielded an energy dependence given by 

U = 56.35 - 0.40 Ep (MeV) 

This dependence is generally consistent with those of other 

investigators, although the zero energy intercept is slightly 

low. 
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C. Single particle resonance behavior: 

As has been noted the diagonal elements of the scatter¬ 

ing matrix are related to the complex phase shifts as 

*t - e2W 

If one lets SR^ and be the real and imaginary parts of 

S with 6 and y being the real and imaginary parts of n 

then the two components of the phase shifts are given by 

“* = e'2Y<1 = 
[SL + Si*1 * 

x 1 c -1 SSL 2 SIJ> “jl 

One may then examine the behavior of the complex phase shifts 

as a function of proton bombarding energy for indications 

of single particle resonance behavior. This was done using 

parameter set 2 and the appropriate energy dependence curves 

for the well depths in the energy region from 2-13 MeV. 

1 = 0 

The s 1/2 partial wave phase shift departed from es¬ 

sentially 0° at approximately 6 MeV. The real portion of 

the phase shift then decreased to -37° at an energy of 13 

MeV while the damping parameter had decreased to 0.70. 

The energy dependence used for the well depths was not 

expected to be valid above 13 MeV. Also, since a good pa¬ 

rameterization had not been attained in the 13-16 MeV region, 

the phase shifts were not examined above 13 MeV. 
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1 = 1 

The p 1/2 partial wave phase shifts exhibited a res¬ 

onance behavior centered at a proton energy of 2.55 MeV with 

a width of approximately 250 keV. This agrees relatively 

7T — 41 
well with the J = 1/2 state of Sc at a proton energy of 

2.445 MeV. 

The p.3/2 partial wave phase shift showed a decrease 

from 0° at 2 MeV to -75° at 12 MeV. A J77 = 3/2” state is 

known to exist at a bombarding energy of approximately 0.63 

MeV. However, the coulomb barrier is such as to make any 

contributions of the 1=1 wave very minor at such a low 

bombarding energy (in the Optical Model calculation). Con¬ 

sequently the phase shifts could not be examined at such 

a low bombarding energy with any effectiveness. 

1 = 2 

The d 3/2 partial wave phase shift increased from 0° 

at 2 MeV to 25° at 12 MeV, while the d 5/2 wave increased 

from 0° to 35°. The behavior of both these was such as to 

indicate a broad resonance centered slightly above 13 MeV. 

1 = 3 

The f 5/2 partial wave phase shift exhibited a resonance 

•behavior at 4.9 MeV when using a spin-orbit potential of 

5.07 MeV. However, the fits to the angular distributions in 

the region from 5-8 MeV indicated an increased spin-orbit 

strength of about 7 MeV. When 'the calculation was repeated 

changing only the spin-orbit strength the resonance shifted 
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to 6.35 MeV with a width of approximately 400 keV. 

The f 7/2 partial wave phase shift was essentially 0° 

over the entire energy range. 

1 = 4' 

The g 7/2 phase shift was essentially 0° over the en¬ 

tire energy range. 

The g 9/2 phase shift showed a very weak resonance be¬ 

havior at a proton energy of 11 MeV with a width of approx- 

*• imately 3 MeV. 
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VI. DISCUSSION 

A. Implications of search results: 

With at least a general idea of the energy dependence 

of the strength parameters, perhaps it is in order to give 

a cursory appraisal of the physical significance of this 

behavior. A qualitative explanation of the energy depen¬ 

dence of the real well depth is offered by van Oers and 

Cameron. ^ 

This explanation views the one-body approximation as 
'S 

consisting in part of an average over the nucleon-nucleon 

potentials, i.e. the interaction between the bombarding 

proton and the various target nucleons. This averaging, 

then, involves overlap integrals between the wave function 

of the incoming particle and the target nuclei. With an 

increase in energy these overlap integrals become smaller, 

hence the average potential (primarily the real well) will 

decrease in magnitude with energy. The strength of the 

spin-orbit well is generally quite small when compared 

with the central well and hence will not necessarily dis¬ 

play the same energy dependence. 

In the region from 8-12 MeV the real well depth ex¬ 

hibits a slightly different behavior than that over the 

full energy range considered. The slope of the energy de¬ 

pendence is twice the total average value and the energy 

dependence displays a marked oscillation or structure 
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character. This behavior might be examined in terms of the 

compound nucleus formation. 

The angular distribution of compound nucleus decay is 

generally isotropic in character. Consequently the existence 

of such decay should be most markedly demonstrated at back¬ 

ward angles where the coulomb scattering goes to a minimum. 

The angular distributions from 8-12 MeV were integrated 

over the back hemisphere and plotted as a ratio to the in¬ 

tegrated coulomb cross sections in Figure III-3. Close ex¬ 

amination shows a strong correlation between this integrated 

cross section and the character of the real well depth en¬ 

ergy variation. 

The behavior of the spin-orbit well depth is rather 

normal above 8 MeV. Below this region an adequate fit to 

the available data requires a substantial increase in the 

spin-orbit strength. The current thought is that this is 

perhaps linked with the existence of a rather strong f 5/2 

level somewhere in the vicinity of 7 MeV. If this is the 

case the anomalous behavior of the spin-orbit well depth 

may be a manifestation of a very sizeable compound elastic 

contribution. 

It would seem proper to assume that a subtraction of 

the compound elastic contribution from the differential 

cross section data should yield the proper fit to the 

"modified" data with parameter set 3. This geometry ade¬ 

quately describes the data in an energy region where compound 
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effects should be small, and begins to-fail only when the 

effects of the (p,n) threshold are felt. 

Following this assumption a continuation of parameter 

set 3 was made to the low energy region. The subsequent 

calculations were then subtracted from.the experimental data 

and the total cross section represented by this calculation 

was determined by integrating the angular distribution over 

the back hemisphere and doubling the result. This yielded 

cross sections on the order of 100-200 mb, increasing with 

decreasing bombarding energy.' This should give some indi¬ 

cation of at least the relative order of magnitude of the 

compound elastic contribution. 

The behavior of the imaginary well is also rather odd 

in the region below 8 MeV. Fits to the angular distributions 

give simultaneously poor fits to the reaction cross sections. 

Proper fits to the reaction cross section give predicted 

angular distributions much lower than experimental values. 

Again, it would seem, an indication of an extremely strong 

compound effect in this region. 

One of the strongest impressions of this analysis has 

been the behavior of the imaginary well in progressing across 

the energy range. It appears that the primary manifestation 

of increasing compound nucleus formation is the extension 

of the imaginary well out from the nucleus (as represented 

by the real well) and a "sharpening" of the imaginary sur¬ 

face . 
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Figure VI-1 shows a preliminary Hauser-Feshbach calcu¬ 

lation which, with the proper OM parameters, should give a 

good estimate of the compound elastic channel contribution. 

The most interesting aspect of this curve is the manner in 

which the sensitivity of the OM parameterization is demon¬ 

strated by the two calculations shown. 

The curve using parameter set 2 shows two large peaks 

below 5 MeV. These correspond to the p 1/2 and f 5/2 res¬ 

onances shown in the phase shifts earlier. The demonstra¬ 

tion that the f 5/2 position is very sensitive to the 

strength of the spin-orbit well indicates that more study 

of the angular distributions must be done to correctly 

position these peaks in the compound elastic cross section. 

The use of parameter set 3 shows the same overall 

trends in the compound elastic cross section as parameter 

set 2. The major difference is an increase in magnitude 

and a shift of the broad structures to a lower energy. 

1 
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B. Some suggested avenues of continuation: 

There appear to be two or three distinct areas in which 

the current analysis could be constructively continued. 

Initially, of course, it seems a further exploration of the 

compound effects is in order. This is most apparent in.the 

region below 8 MeV. It would appear that a series of angu¬ 

lar distributions and reaction cross sections taken with 

200-300 keV resolution in equivalent or finer steps would 

be a first necessity. These could be continued, to quite 

low energies to provide a good tie-in with regions which 

should be somewhat devoid of compound nucleus formation. 

Such measurements, coupled with empirical data sub¬ 

tractions and the results of valid Hauser-Feshbach calcu- 

lations should be quite useful in examining the Ca struc¬ 

ture in this energy range. A series of polarization meas¬ 

urements in this energy region would also be useful. Such 

measurements could be undertaken rather easily with the 

aid of polarized ion sources now available at many accel¬ 

erator laboratories. Since only 5-10 angles would be abso¬ 

lutely necessary for the Optical Model calculation, such 

a study could conceivably be undertaken using double-scat¬ 

tering techniques. Further study is indicated on this point. 

The other region of interest is the 12-16 MeV region 

around the (p,n) threshold. This is ostensibly the break¬ 

ing region for the two parameter sets determined in this 

study. More detailed scattering data in this region should 
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allow a more careful study of the parameter behavior. 

The possibility of rather strong structure effects is 

also suggested by the peaking of the reaction cross section 

around 13 MeV. There is some suggestion, through the phase 

shifts determined in this study, that this may be an effect 

attributable to the 1=2 partial waves. 
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APPENDIX A: THEORY OF THE OPTICAL MODEL 

The formal theory of Optical Model scattering may be 

found in many sources. The following description follows 

closely the developement found in references 16, 20, and 

21. 

The scattering problem to be considered is that of a 

charged particle of mass m^, spin 1/2, and charge Z^e inci¬ 

dent upon a target nucleus of massm2, spin 0, and charge 

Z2e. The interaction is described by a non-central poten¬ 

tial of the form 

V = V(r) + Vgoj£*o (1) 

where V(r) is a complex, central potential well which in¬ 

cludes the coulomb interaction, which may differ from a 

point charge interaction at small radii, and VgQ£*a is a 

complex well giving a spin-orbit interaction through the 

. -> -> operator £•a. 

Introducing the familiar constant n as 

2 
yZ jZ2® 

n =      

■ fi k 

we have the Schrodinger equation which is applicable in the 

region external to the nuclear force 

“h „2, , h2kn , __ y ip +   ip 
2y c • yr c 

Eip 
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with the solution 

i|)_ = — F (1 + in)exp(-nTr/2)F[-in , 1, ik(r - Z) ] 
c /v 

where F is the confluent hypergeometric function. 

The asymptotic-form of the solution is 

2 
_1J i[kz - n In k(r - Z)] 

c /vl 
[1 - 7 ik(r - Z) -1 

(2) 

+ I fo(6)e
i(kr ' " ln 2kr,J (3) 

where 

fc(0) = ^  
2k sin e/2 

2 
-in ln(sin 6/2) + 2ia( (4) 

where aQ is the coulomb phase shift for the s partial wave. 

Performing a partial wave expansion we have 

VST’
Y
>'*

)
 (5) 

1 ” 0 i a M^kr) 
*Eo(2t + 1)1 e * kr 

where F (n,kr) is the regular coulomb wave function and the 
X* 

coulomb phase shift is given by 

= arg r (i + 1 + in) (6) 

To get the incident wave for charged particles of spin 1/2 

we must multiply ip by the spin function 
V 

X* = A, Amc % 
+ A -1= 

where a and 6 are the normalized spin.eigenfunctions of S 

and Aa , A_1 are the corresponding amplitudes. 
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t • = til Y . = 
me rcAinc ^ 

1 00 Z ia ^ Z ^ 1 tiou* + mV”* ■ 

M hi +1 Y?(6'»> 
(A a + A 0) 

"2 "2 
(7) 

note that the normalized 

m + Iml 

spherical harmonics are •defined 

Y™(0,<{>) - ■ 
I2Z + I’ /(£ - . m ) ! 
V 4ir . V (£ + m ) 1 

-J m , A x imd> 
x P' 1(cos 0)e Y 

X* 

(8) 

p|m'(cos 0) being the associated Legendre polynomials, and 
A/ 

are not eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum. It 

is necessary to have eigenfunctions’of the total spin since 

we must evaluate eigenvalues of the operator £*o. We in¬ 

troduce the appropriate eigenfunctions for the two possible 

couplings between the intrinsic and orbital angular momentum 

..m. f z + m. + h1 m. 1 I Z - m. +h m.,, 
= WVr-Vs ^--tVr V ^Oa> 

for j = Z + h 

Vm3 = _J c7 v 
£ - m. + % m. j 

2 £ + 1 £ 

for j = £ - ^ 

{ Z + m. + mj+ag 

2£ + 1 £ 6 

(9b) 

These equations may be solved simultaneously for the func¬ 

tions 

o 
Yna = 

V2Z 

£•" /2Z 

o 

Y„6 

== ^ aoa> 

__ [/i + 1 Xj lilt'll * ^ (10b) 
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Equations 10a and 10b may then be inserted into equation 7 

ib . Ym c 

co 

ITT* Z r—-y • £ iaf "5, 
- V~ *=o n + 1 1 e * 

+ K-h<f + Vv~* <t^o 1 e °* 

F0 (n ,kr) ^ 

£+5g,£,5 

F£ (n,kr) 

kr 

kr 

X [-Aa a 2 + A j V"\ „ j ] (ID 

The total wave function is then a sum of the incident wave 

plus a scattered wave due to the nuclear and coulomb inter¬ 

actions. This is done by replacing the functions in equa¬ 

tion 11 by the "total" radial wave functions which are so¬ 

lutions of the radial Schrodinger equations applicable to 

the two possible total angular momentum states 

+ Uc2 

dr 
%V, + V, %- Ci - 1 (t t » }/ = 
fl 16 T 

(12a) 

-fl2^ + (k
2 

dr 2 
ii [ y - V — 

ft2
lvl 2 2 U + D] - .£(£ + 1). . - 

= 0(12b) 

In the asymptotic region where the nuclear potential 

. < ± essentially vanishes the wave functions i/> must reduce to 

the incident coulomb wave F^(ri/kr) with a modification to 

the outgoing wave due to the nuclear interaction. Therefore, 

at some radius p we have 
r TYIO V 

= pt(n'k<W> + C7[G„(n,kp ) + iFn(n,kp )] £ £ 1 ■Kmax' Si ' ^max'1 (13) 

This may be expressed in terms of a complex nuclear phase 

shift <$* as 
At 
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iK = A! sin(kp - n In 2kp - 4^- + a„ + S*) (14) ra £ Kmax ' pmax .2 £ V 

which then defines the quantities C* and AT1 as 

c: = 

A: = 

— 

2i Le 

ei6* 

- 1] (15a) 

(15b) 

By substituting equation 13 into the partial wave expansion 

for the total wave function we get the asymptotic form 

2 
1 r i [kz - n In k (p - Z) ,, n 
— {e -max [1 - TTT:— 

/v 

%i(kpmax 
_ n In 2kPmax) 

total ik (p - Z) Hmax 
■]} 

x x • + — — 
inc /V 

^A(e) [A^a 

max 

+ A, g] + iB(0) (A, e"1<f>a - A , e1^]} 
^ -H. J 

(16) 

where A(e) and B(e) are referred to as the "non-spin flip" 

and "spin-flip" scattering amplitudes respectively and are 

given by 

I °° 9 i rr 4- — 

A(e) = fc(e) + | %l0* 
11 U + DcJ + iic^p^cos e) (17a) 

B<e) = -I ioe2io*t< - c«]p;<cos e> (17b) 

Another form of the collision or scattering matrix 

uses the definition 

s; = e215* 
At 

(18) 

This is more useful than the elements C for comparison with 
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other work and thus equations 17 may be rewritten in terms 

of the S as 

A(0) = fc(e) + Joe2iaMU + 1)s+z + iS'z +1)] 

x (cos 0) 

B(e) “ ik Joe2i0,llS* ’ 9) ZJ z 

(19a) 

(19b) 

If we adopt the convention of a unit normal to the scatter¬ 

ing plane given by 

n sm e = x kg (20) 

where and ic^ are the wave vectors of the incident and 

scattered wave respectively, then the scattered wave may 

be written as 

ikr 

♦scatt = ^ ^T- [A(0) + B(6,“-9Jxinc 

The differential cross section then is given by 

(21) 

da 

= <[A(0) + B(0)a*r|]+xt | [A (0) + B (0) a • n ] X,- nr, 
xllw XX1C dfi 

= |A(0)|2+ IB(6) I 2 + (A*B + AB*)<xtnc a xinc> (22) 

The bra-ket expression represents the polarization of the 

incident beam, which is zero in this case, thus 

da 

^ - |A(e) 12 + IB(0) I2 (23) 
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The polarization of the scattered wave is given by 

?(0) = 
<[A(0) + B (0 ) a nI xinc 1 o 1 [A(e) + B (0 ) a • 

^Hnc* 
da 

(24) 

el 
dft 

The total reaction cross section is given by the integration 

of the absorbed flux over a large sphere, where the abosrbed 

flux is found from the expression for the probability cur¬ 

rent 

a 
R 

JL. 
2iy /[<!> 

+ 
total 

3^total 
3r ^total 

9^total 
3r 

2 
o 

sin 0 d0d<}) (25) 

where r is the radius of 
o 

lizing the orthonormality 

normalization 

the sphere of integration. Uti- 

of the functions an<^ 

(26) 

we can arrive at an expression for a_ of 
K. 

= “7 do Ml + 1) a - |s+| 2> + Ml - |s-|2)> (27) 
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APPENDIX B: THE PEREY SEARCH CODE 

The Optical Model calculation technique incorporated 

into Perey's automatic search routine is essentially that 

of Buck, Maddison, and Hodgson.^ The technique is de¬ 

scribed in detail in the reference but for the sake of 

completeness will be summarized here. 

Input to the code includes mass and charge values of 

the target and incident nuclei, bombarding energy, initial 

guess values of all the OM parameters and search control 

parameters. 

The code then performs a numerical integration of 

equations 12 in Appendix A to some radius p . p is 
IRclX ItlclX 

chosen by examining the quantity 

r1 = R.Aly/3 + 7A. 
max 1 1 

for each of the optical wells and then setting 

p = Max(rx ) Kmax max 

The numerical integration is done using the Fox-Goodwin 

method. At the radius p the regular and irregular cou- 

lomb wave functions are obtained using Miller's method which 

is to use the recurrence relation 

[n2 + U + l)2]h 

l + 1 

r 2 , 

■WW * -I Vl<»maX> 

= (2A + 1) [ a U + l) 
max 

■1F*(omax) 
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where F*+l
tpmaX

) “ 0 aF^(p) = e for % = 60 

e being a small number. The constant,a is found from the 

Wronskian 

F' (p )G (p ) - F (p )G' (p ) = 1 
•o^max o max o max o max 

where F'(p ) is found from the recurrence relation 
o Kmax 

[  —r + —-+- -IF (p ) - F' (p ) £ + 1 p 1 A ^max; l ^max; 
max 

= [n2 + (ft + l)2]h 

a + 1 

X F. , , (p ) £+1 max 

Go(pmax> and Gi(pmax> are calculated by 

G (p ) = s cos (-n In 2p + p + a ) o max max max o 

- t sin(-n In 2p + p + a ) 
max max o 

G' (p ) = S cos (-n In 2p + p + a ) o max Kmax max o 

- T sin(-n In 2pmax + p^ + oQ) 

where 
25 

s = E A s n=0 n 

25 
t = E A t n=0 n 

25 
S = EA S n=0 n 

25 
T = E A T n=0 n 

and 

_ (2n+l) n _ n - n(n+l) . 
’n+1 2p (n+1) n 2p (n+1) n Kmax Kmax 

'n+1 
(2n+l) n._ t + n - n (n+1) _ 

2pmax(n+1) n 2pmax(n+1) n 
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= (2n+l)n 
’n+1 2p (n+1) Kmax 

S - 
- n(n+l) 

2p (n+1) n Fmax 
T - ’n+1 

max 

n+1 2p 
(2n+l)n „ n 

(n+1) n 
max 

* - n (n+1) 
2p (n+1) Fmax 

S - 
n 

'n+1 

max 

with the starting values 

s = 1 

t = 0 

s, = 

t, = 

2p max 

2 

2p max 

S = 0 

T = 1 - 
max 

Sn = 

T, = 

3 2 
n -n 
2p 2 Fmax 

2/o n /2 , 

max 

2p max 

2p max 

The coulomb phase shifts are calculated from the asymp¬ 

totic series expansion (£ = 50) 

a^(n) = a(£ + h) + n[ln 3 - 1] 

+ 1 sina + sin3a _ sin5a + sin7a _ sin9a + 
8 123 360 f32 1260B4 1680B6 II8838 

where 

0 =-tan’1'iTT] e = tn2 + U+l)2]*5 

and 

atM = %+!<"> - tan"1[ITI1 

The "internal" wave function is then matched to the asymp¬ 

totic form at the radius p by Fmax J 

ill1 = F„ (p ) + iG (p ) + S±[F (p ) - iG (p )] y 2, Vhmax i Mmax 5, 1 Mmax Ji'^max J 

and the scattering matrix elements determined. These are 

then used to calculate the cross section and polarizations 
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desired. 

A series of parameter variations are then performed 

and recalculations made to determine the necessary varia- 

2 tion for a decrease m the x criteria. This process is 

then repeated until a relative minimum/ as determined by 

input parameters, is achieved. 
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APPENDIX C: THE HAUSER-FESHBACH CODE 

The Hauser-Feshbach calculation used in this work was 

2 8 
done utilizing a computer code written by W. R. Smith. 

The formalism employed in the code is a modification of that 

27 
of Hauser and Feshbach. A brief review of this formalism 

is presented here, a more thorough inquiry should be addres¬ 

sed to the references. 

The formalism assumes a statistical model of compound 

nucleus decay. The incident beam is assumed to be of broad 

enough energy resolution to populate many levels of the com¬ 

pound system. These various levels then decay with widely 

varying lifetimes so that the events have a random phase 

relationship and thus there are no interference effects. 

A compound nucleus state of spin and parity J17 is 

formed from an incident channel with bombarding and target 

particles I and T respectively. Using j-j vector coupling 

the formation of the compound system (represented by the 

channel number K) may be represented as 

tK + (Jj) = 3K , JK + ?T = 3 

where parity conservation is maintained. 

An amplitude may be formed, then, representing the de¬ 

cay of the compound system into the various exit channels by 

a ratio of transmission coefficients . 
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= Z 
Jir 

(2J+1) 
DJ, 

C^j 
J1S1 

2 J 2 

J2S2 ,j0,J)T 
£2^2' 

where 

n = 7 T i 
Jm K,£K,jK £KJK 

The sum Dj^ represents the sums of penetrabilities with sub¬ 

scripts which can couple to give a compound state of spin 

and parity . 

JR
S
K 

The (2,K,jK,j) terms are angular momentum coupling 

coefficients which are calculated from a recursion relation 

for Racah coefficients and an explicit expression for 

Clebsh-Gordon coefficients. A more detailed explanation 

should be obtained from the references. 

With the above expressions the total cross section and 

differential cross sections are given by 

TTA 
0
 ~ ~2 2  k^(2J1+l) (2SX+1) 

da ( 8) 
dft 

 5  ZAP (cos 9) 
4k^(2J1+l)(2S1+1) v v v 

where the (cos 0) are the Legendre polynomials. The nu¬ 

merical routine for calculation of the penetrabilities is 

given in reference 29. 


